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Just message me if you would like to know me.
To withhold the thought of being perfect
is, in fact, an act of error
for people have been said to neglect
have been immune to this mental terror.

Daniel Warner
A Love Of False Accusations

You told me I was wrong
you told me I wasn't good enough
I said that I was strong,
but you still didn't believe in us.
You told me I couldn't handle this love
you told me it isn't to be
I said look into the skies above
they're your eyes still you disagreed
You told me I loved you
I said what you meant to me
you said this love is untrue,
but, in turn, was a selfish soliloquy.
I told you I loved you
I told you to think straight,
but this love was never overdo
for our love had to abate
so I a bid you a elated adieu.

Daniel Warner
A Public But Solitude Suicide

Tremendous corruption and greed
overwhelm a young boy’s soul
he looks towards elders and plead
although he doesn't realize the world is cold.

He seeks answers of omniscience
not unlike any other being
but as he looks too far
pain shall be his only feeling.

Regretting nothing as he is young
he looks to cope with dread,
but he doesn't care that the gun
will leave his cold body dead.

As the day of his funeral approaches
the invitations of sorrow are sent
and as his body lays next to torches
his angelic body cannot descend.

The day of the funeral is all but cheerful
they preach towards his heavenly fortress
if only now he could see the people,
the people that cared but gave him everything less.

Daniel Warner
Allusion Illusions

Allusion illusions
temper with my soul
concoctions of dillusion
mirage stories past told.
Diminishing my sight
distractions destroy my senses
just blind me with the light
of a thousand stressful tenses.
End all of this
O' Lord I believe in you
safeguarded with your bliss
no one can be as true.
Faith relinquishes any trouble
of all outside influences
as holiness and truth couple
all false realities are forced to crumble.
Evil trembles at Your voice
as Your tone passes through me
with You as my poise
sin will always be led to defeat.

Daniel Warner
At Day's End

At day's end, I have no other thought,  
but to see you, and no other  
that, is the dream I have always sought,  
and for you to always be my lover.

At day's end, it's your voice I hear,  
its the one that calls calm and quiet,  
almost like your so near  
even though I can't even buy it.

At day's end, I yearn for your touch  
as I hope you do too  
that is why I love you so much  
because, I know you do too.

At day's end, you wait for me there  
down by the shore, so we can talk,  
as I run my fingers through your hair,  
we step on the beach just to walk.

Daniel Warner
Been There For Me

It's a matter of time
For all to come to this
So don't go all night cryin'
Just ask me for that kiss.

I'll keep you in my arms
Comfort you every second
Just know I mean no harm
For your heart I've always beckoned.

Your future is in your grasp;
My affection is its token
So let your thoughts bask
In my words to be spoken.

Daniel Warner
Believe

The way things
are shaping up to be
look like
I only have a slim
chance to be me
and as my childhood dims
I try to see
that I believe in someone
who also believes in me.

The way I think
sounds like a whisper
to my conscience,
but still I try
to block out this nonsense
of this world around me
and I even believe I can achieve
all that isn't promised,
but seems likely to be.

The belief that
I can believe
is rooted in my mind,
but the world deceives
the things I think all the time
and I still journey
farther into my future
with nothing but thoughts
of those beliefs I wish to accomplish.

Believe the belief
that only one can believe in;
a one's personal goal
that is drawn away by sin,
but in turn kept inside your soul
and influences the peoples' kin.

Daniel Warner
Coming About A Crisis

The signs have been waved before me
as I've got no plan to go through with
I'm dumbfounded by the choice clear to see
and with that I hope for a wish
for an opportunity to a life of being free.
I need a solid direction
to guide me on my ways;
I need a direction to depend on,
so I don't waste my life away
acting as I've never done before
towards a goal with truth as its core
and now I will look to my Lord forevermore.
Money has always been tempting
for money will cause this Earth's dismay,
but now my thoughts are emptying
so I may see the day
that these influences will have been overstayed
still, I can only imagine
what will come of this world today.

Daniel Warner
Don'T Cry For Me

Expect the unexpected
believe the unbelievable
for no one can escape the grasp
of Death's favored evil.
Don't cry for me
my days have come to their close
your love was my medication
even though I had to much of a dose.
I love you
so don't mourn
just remember the words I spoke
when all was but forlorn.
I might be gone
and you might still be here,
but my life's denouement
will have to be left a quaere.
Don't let the tears fall
let alone start
because you were my all
and our souls will never drift apart
I lived my life to the fullest
so don't pity a thing
I would still take a bullet
even though things wouldn't be the same
and you know it too
that this love is not over
so please don't cry for me
because I still have love for you.

Daniel Warner
Dreams Of A Life To Be Unraveled

These forsaken dreams
have yet to renew,
so, it seems
that I could've helped if I only knew.
Towards these closed doors
I travel,
but are these shifting shadows upon the floor
the dreams I hope to unravel?
I intake these sorrowful feelings
for which have been brought unto me
mostly causing unlikely dealings,
but make me the best I can be.

Daniel Warner
Never ending;
loneliness spending
so much time looking,
but this friendship will never be pending
because friendship will last forever
between us so never say ever
this friendship will be expelling.

'Love isn't just a four letter word
its part of a four-sided feeling
of devotion, liking, embracement
, and overall inseperable friendship'.

- Daniel Warner

Daniel Warner
Enjoy

Enjoy this day
for this moment in time will cease to go away
and this moment in time can't be averted
only if you wish being assertive.
Enjoy these times
for they shall be shared with mine
and as I hold you close to me
don't let go as this is how it is to be.
Enjoy embracement
for your love is my sanctum
just know you're my all
and for you I'll always ne ready to fall.

Daniel Warner
For I Wish For You And I

For I wish
That you'll be here
Not just for me,
But for you to see clear
That this is to be
A tear of many tears
Wasted away by the sea
Of tranquility and fear.

For I wish
You'll see me pleading
For just a way to know
What you find pleasing
Through the search of ebb and flow
That's belief has a solemn dealing.

For I wish
For you and I
To not be seen
By the unyielding eye
This love is concealing,
But, only for you and I
This love is considered a blessing.

Daniel Warner
Forget-Me-Not

Our love is a love in which is sought
by all the people we have come to know,
but I hope you'll forget-me-not
just like the flower in the snow.
I hope I'll see you in the evening
or at the brink of dusk
so I can give you everything
and it'll only be between us.
You're the only one I'm glad to see
and to everyone else I'm blind,
but I hope you'll never forget me
because our fates are in an unbreakable bind.

Daniel Warner
Heartless

You never told me
to take care
because now I see
your heart was never there.

I met you
and thought to myself
that I could love you, too,
but you only cared about yourself.

I looked for your heart
your soul,
but could find nothing in the start,
but a single lump of coal.

So I looked
and looked
still nothing came,
but a hole of complete darkness
and the thought of me being the blame.

I tried even looking onward;
past this dreadful shrew,
but I was only looking toward
a heart that never grew.

I cannot leave her
I lie to you not
because I know I'm the cure
to this heartless plot.

Then I began
to find a lost cause
because to infect my heart was your plan
I still lie to you not,
but now I lay my head to rest
and my heart begins to rot.
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I Never Want To See You Again

I never want to see you again
back then we were the bestest of friends,
but you turned your back on me when all there was, was a dead end.
You made yourself look like a fool
when there was no way out
you should have stayed with me since preschool
when all we could do is scream and pout,
but you turned for many reasons
now I'm fighting the heavyweight bout
still I regret you leaving every season
because all this is, is a big drought.

Till this day I don't want to see you again
even though I know it is the end
there wasn't a relationship anyway
still no one had an ear to lend
so I couldn't tell them about the day
that to me was so dear,
but the past was yesterday
although it is the future that I fear.

We could have made it with each other
that would be the perfect dream
to have my kids have you as a mother,
but I have to learn theres no 'I' in 'team'.

I never once thought of seeing you later
although my heart ached with pain
my love for you could never have been greater
because it was hatred i could never gain.

The future came with no thought
let alone a clue,
but for your love I fought
as I had never done for you.

Death rolled upon me painstakingly
something she had regret
then I lay R.I.P
because this was the love I had not felt yet.

Daniel Warner
If I Can Stop One Heart From Breaking

If I can stop one heart from breaking
you could always bet thine
for mine is always yours for the taking
even though yours has ceased to shine.

Thee heart seems so cold
since I did the dreadful mistake,
but remember, neither your heart nor soul
my pitiful words could break.

So, let thy words be heard
because, if I can stop one heart from breaking
thou's thought should say yours
even though my heart is there for the taking.

I would give thee my all;
my heart, my soul, my knowledge
because, just to see you fall
would lead my heart to abolish.

Let thou eyes see
that thee shall never stumble
for thine place to be is with me
and, without thee, my composure will crumble.

Daniel Warner
This devotion is like no other
though these bridges have burned
it takes two souls to smother,
but this hope seems to discern
because love's devotion you need to earn.
Love's devotion will meet its day
for its hard to come by
as it swings and sways,
but love's devotion requires a tie
between a man and women alike
just wait and see; you'll never be able to deny.

Daniel Warner
Life, Death, And Beyond

Life is like a game
you can get to the top with fame
if you don't have fame you're just the same
as the bums by the open flame,
but there's a world out there to tame
so go put the fame to shame
and let everybody know your name
because everyone will complain
about pain if you don't accept gain.

Death is like a gate
to an endless painful fate
all through life you have to wait
just to die and participate
in an awkward state
of reality when your always late
to that really important date
that is simply satin's bait,
but you'll never be alive again and reincarnate.

After death it just gets worse
crisis after crisis involving the black hearse
it is a painless reoccurring curse
to know that you're just a menace on the Earth
you should just stay in a cave to lurk
even if that don't work
you can't cheer yourself with a perk
or even try to go beserk
so just think of yourself as a jerk.

Daniel Warner
Look Down Upon Us

As angels in the heavens above
Look down upon our love
There will always be faith
That push never comes to shove.
They look down with passion
They look down to see dreams fulfilled,
Even though ours are filled with compassion
They see our fates are bound and sealed.
We will never drift apart
As love has pierced our hearts
So long as were together
The end will cease to start.
Many are deemed jealous
The angels have foretold a lie,
But may they stay with us
For God ours souls will never stagger and die.

Daniel Warner
Love And Lust

Lust is blinding
While love is true
Love gathers souls in binding
As lust cuts trust in two.
While early on we thought we had it all
Though twists and turns made us fall.
Blind to intuition, we had faults,
Blind to faults, we create scars,
But I didn't care
I'd give her the stars.
Give her everything,
That was on my mind
Well all along
I was just walking blind.
Material objects were just that,
They didn't matter, neither did I
Too bad it was too late,
It was over in the blink of an eye.

Daniel Warner
Love Poem

I just want to make a simple poem
that will always win your love
because to know I'll have you at home
will make the angels jealous above.

Love will always last within
to the day of fatefull stray,
but for now keep your heart open
and you'll never bear betray.

This poem is meant to never end
at least in your heart anyway,
but, to you this poem I send,
with all the love I can pay.

To you all my love was given
even now it keeps on today
I'll love you as long as I'm living
because thoughts of you will never fade away.

Our love has bloomed into the greatest of flowers
the most beatiful thing ever seen
even though it grants no powers
it will help our faults redeem.

Daniel Warner
Mind And Soul

In the midst of mind 
lies the sanctum of my soul 
for without my soul I'm blind 
and to keep my mind is my goal.

Daniel Warner
Miracle

If I were blind
with you standing before me
I could see clear as day
And if we were lying down
With you lying beside me
We could pass the night away.

If my life was shattered
With yours kept whole
I wouldn't feel half the pain
And if there was no one around
You would be in my heart
So I could never complain.

If I was dying
With you in your prime
I would feel alive again
And if didn't even have a dime
You'd be the only dime I need
Because you're the perfect ten.

Daniel Warner
Mirror, Mirror

Mirror, mirror on the wall...
Who will be ready to catch her when she falls...
Mirror mirror you see im not big nor tall...
But tell me please, tell me I can be her all...
Mirror, mirror I resemble pitiness you say...
But I've learned to accept and thank anyway...
Mirror, mirror cant you see...
I don't think I can be what she wants me to be...
Mirror, mirror with your reflection so dim...
Why must I fault, why must I sin?
Mirror, mirror with you being so precise...
Can you spare me some knowledge, lend me some wise?
Mirror, mirror I love your recognition...
But please let this noose end me with submission...

Daniel Warner
Never Hurt

The only person I'll never hurt
seems to always be you
even as we began to flirt
because, to you, I'll always be true.
You're always there beside me
even through thick and thin,
but to me you can be
a man's only perfect sin.
With you my soul shall never grow old
let alone die down,
but for you I'll always be bold
and make sure your kept safe and sound.
With me your heart will never break,
but it could skip a beat
like when you wake
or when destiny brought us to meet.

Daniel Warner
No

So hard to say
a word meant to end
all these daily troubles
have barely made someone comprehend
that I don't mean to offend,
but, 'What does that word really intend'.
So simple a word
so complex it's meaning
for are you to be deterred
but you soon find yourself intervening?

Daniel Warner
Liking is the start,
for you will look towards the days to come
you choose to live with or to drift apart,
and these forsaken lies will soon become
much more than damage already done.

Liking will set the path,
just not for only two;
liking is for both me and you,
but I will certainly come to lose.

Daniel Warner
Ode To 9-11

Dreams broken
Goodbyes left unspoken
We look back together, forever as a whole
As success of today is a blood-soaked trails toll.

Victims' lives destroyed
As a split second crash deployed
O'er this land of the free
Now we'll never forget what we were and will be.

Now today we pray
For all involved that dreadful day
So I wish for all to join hands
And forever trust in red and white striped strands.

Daniel Warner
One Wish

If I had one wish
I would give it to you
because I know
I'd be the one you'd give it to.

So, I wish for you
to keep the wish I give
because I know
without each other; we can't live.

If you had one wish
what would it be
because I know mine is you and me,
forever,
for all eternity.

Daniel Warner
Opposites Attract

Who knows why
I can't say bye
to this silhouetted-minded woman
whose name is in disguise.
An ongoing problem
has been made to distract
me from my love being held back,
but I need to find an answer
on how to make opposites attract.
Does she think as I do
for to know would be foolish to think,
this I need to know from you
this answer I yearn to seek.
I have come to no conclusion
for these days roll by,
these days are home to much confusion
that states, 'Is love meant for you and I?'
A fate is never mentioned
between me and this woman in my life
my mind still has been so tensioned
just to figure out if you're to be my wife.
I barely wish to know
how this love were to be,
but for now the answer is stowed
until we have made our destiny.
I have seen you day and day again,
but I yet have overheard your name,
a name of a friend,
or a name I have thought to fame.
To have a conception,
a thought, thought again and again,
but is it better to use deception,
for is it that I shall be but a friend.
If to be accepted
I will be overwhelmed with tear after tear
for this love is glorious in perspective,
but to be rejected is the only fear.
What to lose
should never be questioned,
but the answer is in the clues
that my envious thoughts of you are dwelled in.

Daniel Warner
Rainy Days

Its raining again
just as it has done before
and as I watch my fears burst to flames
I see my futures' morale begin to soar.

These days light up
emotions of sadness
still I'll never give in
to these raindrops of madness
because they remind me of you
and the tears you've cried,
but those times we had
have faded until they died
now they just say give up
before I've even tried.

I even thought I lost,
lost my hope to these storms,
but for that I paid the price,
the price of a self-created war
now all I feel is pain
as I watch your teardrops fall in the rain.

Looking back will only increase the pace
of the tempest upon my shoulders,
but when I see your face
my world only seems to get colder
as I have yet began to realize
why there are these tremendous rolls of thunder
and now I look to the skies
to only see what you see and wonder
why we said our goodbyes.

Daniel Warner
Sight For Sore Eyes

Your beautiful brown eyes
To me resemble
The Sands Of Time
And to not love you
Will always be a crime.
So look into my eyes
And tell me
You see all the desire
As all the sparkles of fire
Caress my every sight of you.
Your smile might not
Shine upon the whole world
But every time you smile
I assure you my world becomes brighter.
You may not think your perfect
But you will always be to me
So as I look into your eyes
A beautiful girl is what I'll always see.
So please stay how you are
Because your wonderful to me
And as I even look to the stars
You're the only star I love to see.
My heart beats fast
When we meet eye to eye
Because I want this to always last
As every second with you is divine.
Loving you is but a passion;
Nothing can ultimately describe what I can do
But I am but one person
And I am the one person who truly loves you.

Daniel Warner
Silence Of Everlasting Death

Towards thou darkness I will beckon
upon these travels my thoughts will be collecting
for the day you are found
I promise your last breath
for you are to be bound
in this silence of everlasting death.

Daniel Warner
So, It Ends To Begin?

So, it ends with a world so cold,
so it ends with a melancholy melody,
so, it ends with no trace of regret or sensibility,
so, it ends this life of lies foretold

So, it begins this life anew,
so, it begins as a life outgrew
by so many lies the lies renew
themselves as if they were to be you
as I look where I have been
I ask the question,
'So, it Ends to Begin? ' 

Daniel Warner
Sorrowful Meanings

Oh! These unforgiving woes
Oh! this cursed dread
how I wish to enclose
a bullet into this man's head
for it has been to long
for this unforgiving dreadful song
to repeat in my mind
until forming a sinful throng.

Oh! These wishes of another day
Oh! These hopes and fears
belong to me only when my dreams portray
a silent night given to you all through tears
for these fantasies will forever fail
for these thoughts of betrayal
will linger to dawn of another life's dusk
and forever curse the man of the moonlit trail.

Oh! These brokenhearted fools
Oh! These forgetful lovers
they will always look to you
as if they love another
still you let them tether
to your life of mournful weather,
but that will never make sense
to a man with a dead man's treasure.

Daniel Warner
The Adjacent

Treat me congruent to how you find yourself
Don't take fondly to those who are selfish
Because you'll never have a linear mindset.

You might say your with me,
But everyone knows just what your about
So remember me for what I am
Don't stray along towards someone else's doubt.

Forget about the past its all but the present
Just wait until you get the gift,
the gift that isn't so pleasant,
But don't complain on the gift not yet given.

Daniel Warner
The Moment

Emotions are running high
as I look through my mind's eye,
but I remember how you felt
because that was the best you've ever been
and the happiness you were dealt
will never have to be chagrin
as long as I'm within your reach.

Daniel Warner
These Fears Washed Clean

These fears washed clean
the dreams sought of tomorrow,
but who is to deem
for these dreams have melted to sorrow.
I sought the help of you,
but, in turn, gained nothing
now what shall I do
with fear lingering above me.
I beckoned knowledgeable gain
still I was only granted
this in-expellable pain,
but these fears seem enchanted
and stay with me today.

Daniel Warner
This Feeling Inside

How i wish to grasp
this long-forgotten feeling of my past,
but for now I have to bide
the search for this feeling inside.
The goal has been postponed
for I have to realize
that this feeling I already own
and in my heart is were it resides.
A feeling of doubt,
of fear,
of happiness,
of unceasing tears,
but how do I get to this,
this feeling deep inside
For I hope to find one,
one person to show me who I truly am,
but I know that I have won
for this feeling inside says I can.
to Know this feeling is deep
would take time, surely,
but for this feeling I seek to keep
for my life and all eternity.

Daniel Warner
This May

This may be your last breath of life,
this may happen leaving behind your wife,
but as for this, may I be eternally blissed,
so I don't have to fear the thought of you being missed.
This may not be as great as love should,
so remember that this may be changed if I could,
just realize that I'm being misunderstood,
by so many others that don't mean a thing,
but please don't leave as this may cause my heart to sting.
May this moment be with you,
as this may not seem like something your used to
for we'll be with each other as we used to do,
but for now this may turn into
a better life for us like you've never knew.

Daniel Warner
To Wendy

Even though I know I miss you
I can't remember you thoroughly
and I'm sorry as I do what you wouldn't want me to do
as I've always prayed to you please,
but living without you to me is just a tease
still I'll never get to know how much you'd love and care
sometimes I'd even lose my mind getting over life isn't fair
although I've got to deal with it everyday
knowing that my family will never be there.

Now I look back on my life
along with the things I've come to do,
but why can't I pick up a knife
because without you I've got nothing to lose
just knowing I've still got a choice to choose
that breaks my soul into pieces
and sadness to your eyes
still I'll never be straight to you with these lies
even though I wonder why you got to be so sad
although it all comes down to the things I've never had.

I've still got to tell you the things I've come to feel
and all the things I've left unsaid,
but these wounds have yet to heal
and I'm used to seeing liquid red
still I can only hope to be happy with you when I'm dead.

These lies, have been slipping through my teeth,
trying to make these people believe
that I can be what I set out to be,
but perfect could never describe how you were to me
still my wish is to achieve salvation from being aggrieved.

Daniel Warner
Tomorrow

is where I look today
for the past is filled with sorrow
and happiness tomorrow; my dreams portray.

Tomorrow
so near yet so far,
but today is almost over
and tomorrow you'll be my star.

Tomorrow
you'll look just as beautiful
as you have before,
but my thoughts of you
are what I live for
still tomorrow I'll wait
for as long as I can
because I look to marry you
and ask for your hand.

Daniel Warner
To-Night Is Lonesome

So as I lay my heart down
to-night
I set a goal of your heart
To be in my sight.
Never-ending compassion
Is all I look to bring
But why are people burning and crashing
Because they never meant a thing.
Forbidden to my mind
Are the lies that lurk through time
Now truth surround my being
As I lay on this lonesome bed
But you is all I want to be seeing
Before I lie cold and dead.

Daniel Warner
V

The time of year to embrace
will be always while I'm with you
for this love has not one but two faces
that will face a secret rendezvous
so now follow me to see
these secrets that will always be
hidden in our eyes
with embracement as the key,
but forever be between you and me.

I will embrace this thought for no other,
this thought will last forever,
these thoughts last only between us,
these thoughts to love another,
were nonsense and so as such
will leave no one to bother.

Daniel Warner
With You

I can't go on
my journey is over
now I rest where I belong
because my spirits will never be lower.

You make me feel great
whenever were together
even though our love continues to escalate
always and forever.

With you
is the highlight
of every single day
even though you're not always in my sight
I will love you anyway
because the fires of our hearts
will never fade away.

Daniel Warner
Words For The Ages

The leaves of this one acre orchard
Each stand for a word I have said
So throughout this life I live
Take them to heart until you're dead.
Seasons travel as some leaves wither
But whether or not you take there heed
Is up to you only
So as the winter fades
Remember the spring will dawn
After the leaves are shoveled with a spade.
The summer diminishes straggling words
Because no holds are barred
No grudges held
But the heat of the day
And heat of many arguments
Will catch fire to anyone's path of life.
Autumns' bronze signifies golden dialogue
Between a family with traditional values
Because even though there might be strife
Individuals see the price they pay for family
And even there own words.
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You're driving me out of my mind
ever since you left I've been way off line
I'm never going to be the same like old times
because I'm about to go insane
its an anger you'll never contain
can you remember when we were together
and you thought I was tame?
I wasn't as light as a feather
because i was fiercer than an open flame,
but you went under the weather
and out of my thoughts; you were the main.
I lost you most shortly after
you were my reason for innocence
you calmed me with your laughter
because you were my 6th sense,
but I never had a happily-ever-after
although you were there when it got to tensed
I remember when I met you; a perfect disaster,
but I still loved the nonsense.
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